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Kacey.austin@spart5.net ADDENDUM #2 
 

This addendum is being released to answer questions submitted: 
 

1. Are all the laptops located in one central location? Yes, per page 10 of the bid specifications. 
2. Does the location have ample space to palletize the laptop for shipment? Yes, but are not able 

to provide pallets. 
3. Does the location of the devices have a loading dock?  Yes. 
4. Is it possible to get a few samples serial numbers for each line item on RFB? 

 
DELL 
(3160) 

DELL 
(3189) 

LENOVO 
(20G8) 

LENOVO 
(20HS) 

LENOVO 
(20LN) 

70X8YD2 HMF0WF2 LR09H2ZL LR0B95DK R90V6L48 
1ZW8YD2  LR09H2W9 LR0B95DG R90VD9BW 
BXW8YD2  LR0969Q7 LR0B95DN R90V6MZR 
FXW8YD2  LR096A62 LR0B95D1 R90V6MVK 
50X8YD2  LR0969CK LR0B95CD R90VD9A9 

 
5. What is the general condition of these laptops? These devices are all expected to be fully 

functional. 
6. Will the laptops be free of BIOS passwords? No.  We will provide the password to the winning 

bidder. 
7. Can you please confirm he manufacturer name for each line item? Line 1 & 2 – Dell, Lines 3-5 

– Lenovo 
8. I searched on Lenovo’s site and could not locate the models.  Can you send a serial number? 

The links are as follows: 
Lenovo 20G8 
Lenovo 20HS 
Lenovo 20LN 

9. Were the units kept in the school or taken home? They have been taken home. 
10. Have the units be deprovisioned / school unlocked? The BIOS password will be provided. 
11. Do you have any images or video of the units? No, the units are still being collected from 

students. 
12. What assurances (or financial considerations) will be made by the school district to mitigate the 

buyer’s risk that the laptops are not damaged, non-functional or locked e.g. BIOS, password, 
remote software management, cloud or other lock– essentially anything that prevents or 
inhibits reuse)? The laptops are expected to be in good working condition. Any deficiencies 
have been repaired along the way and any repairs that can be fixed under warranty before 
sale will be. 
 

 

Kacey Austin, Procurement Officer 
 

mailto:Kacey.austin@spart5.net
https://pcsupport.lenovo.com/us/en/products/laptops-and-netbooks/thinkpad-yoga-series-laptops/thinkpad-yoga-11e-20g8-20ga/20g8/20g8sor600?linkTrack=Homepage%3ABody_Search%20Products&searchType=5&keyWordSearch=20G8SOR600
https://pcsupport.lenovo.com/us/en/products/laptops-and-netbooks/thinkpad-yoga-series-laptops/thinkpad-yoga-11e-4th-gen-type-20hs-20hu/20hs/20hssonfoo?linkTrack=Homepage%3ABody_Search%20Products&searchType=5&keyWordSearch=20HSSONFoo
https://pcsupport.lenovo.com/us/en/products/laptops-and-netbooks/thinkpad-yoga-series-laptops/thinkpad-yoga-11e-5th-gen-type-20ln-20lm/20ln/20lnsocaoo?linkTrack=Homepage%3ABody_Search%20Products&searchType=5&keyWordSearch=20LNSoCAoo

